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A BSTRACT
In this paper, we address the problem related to missing data imputation in the IoT domain. More specifically,
we propose an Incremental Space-Time-based model (ISTM) for repairing missing values in IoT real-time data
streams. ISTM is based on Incremental Multiple Linear Regression, which processes data as follows: Upon data
arrival, ISTM updates the model after reading again the intermediary data matrix instead of accessing all historical
information. If a missing value is detected, ISTM will provide an estimation for the missing value based on nearly
historical data and the observations of neighboring sensors of the default one. Experiments conducted with real
traffic data show the performance of ISTM in comparison with known techniques.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm is still gaining
attention among different stakeholders: practitioners,
researchers or simply citizens due to the impact on their
everyday life. An example of such impact is illustrated
by the deployment of a network of sensors in a city for
monitoring the city environment, particularly, the road
traffic conditions, such as speed, congestion, pollution,
accident, etc. Data emitted by sensors in real time
are aggregated as a data stream, and serve as input for
different IoT applications or services, such as traffic
recommendation, urban planning etc.
Figure 1 illustrates a simplified version of a endto-end data processing pipeline, that is from data
collection to the ingestion by an application/service. An
This paper is accepted at the International Workshop on Very
Large Internet of Things (VLIoT 2019) in conjunction with the
VLDB 2019 conference in Los Angeles, USA. The proceedings of
VLIoT@VLDB 2019 are published in the Open Journal of Internet
of Things (OJIOT) as special issue.

example of such service may be the IoT based traffic
recommendation service (IoTTRS for short), which is
one of the important services based on traffic sensor
networks in smart cities [6]. IoTTRS covers tasks such
as searching for parking, planning a trip, and finding a
shared bike, leading to the improvement of the quality of
life of urban residents, time and cost saving, etc. Figure 1
also shows that some data may be unreachable (missing
values), hence leading to incompleteness issues [11, 30].
The reasons can be various: 1) Sensor has failed,
by a high winds, even by a traffic accident or by a
quality problem; 2) battery is exhausted; 3) wireless
transmission is hacked, etc.
The missing IoT value can cause serious deviations in
the IoTTRS system, giving false recommendations and
negatively impacting the final decision. According to [5,
30], there exist three categories of missing values : (a)
missing completely at random (MCAR), (b) missing at
random (MAR) and (c) not missing at random (NMAR).
Missing value repairing can be performed in adopting
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Figure 1: Overview of a data pipeline in a sensor network
one of the four strategies [24]:
1. Delete incomplete observations;

(timeliness, non-stationary, etc.) are not well taken into
account. Therefore, traditional data repairing methods
cannot be directly applied to IoT data stream.

2. Manually repair;
3. Substitute by a constant/last-observation/mean;
4. Estimate the most probable value.
The first three strategies are not suitable for IoT data
streams. Indeed, deleting incomplete information is the
easiest way for repairing but may cause information loss.
Manually repairing is too slow in the presence of a huge
volume of data [10, 24]. Replacing missing values with
a constant/last-observation/average is the most common
method but it may lead to a biased estimation [5].
The last strategy, also called Imputation, does not
need human intervention and is much more efficient than
manual ones. Imputation retains incomplete information
and uses as much information as possible from the
gathered observations to repair missing values [24].
Imputation overcomes the limitations of the first three
approaches and represents the driving direction of our
research.
While reviewing several work that address the same
problem [3, 8, 9, 14–16, 18, 20, 22, 25–28, 30, 31],
we noticed that characteristics of IoT data streams

Hence, the work described in this paper addresses the
missing data problem in the IoT context. More precisely,
we describe ISTM, an Incremental Space-Time-based
Model together with the imputation method that we
developed for repairing missing values in an IoT realtime data stream, that is to say that we repair missing
values at real-time.
ISTM repairing process can be summarized as
follows: 1) Initialize the model with historical data;
2) Upon arrival of new data, update the model after
reading two intermediary matrices instead of accessing
all historical data; 3) If a missing data is detected,
an estimation is calculated accordingly with a set of
reference values related to the missing one.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews some related work devoted to missing
IoT data repairing algorithms. In Section 3, we describe
our approach. Section 4 illustrates the experimental
results obtained while comparing ISTM with existing
methods. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
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2

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we review the different approaches
based on imputation methods that have been proposed
in the literature to overcome the missing IoT data
problem. Imputation methods can be based on static or
incremental models.

2.1

data evolution [32]. If concept drift or/and data evolution
happens, the all mentioned static models may generate
incorrect values [32], so they cannot be employed
directly to deal non-stationary sensor data. In addition,
[1] highlighted the importance of streaming analytic in
real-time, because sensor data is time sensitive. Hence,
we should adjust/adapt the imputation in real time [21],
which is called Online Learning [32].

Static Imputation

Classical missing data imputation methods are largely
based on static models. The static model is trained
by a fixed set of samples, and its parameters can
not be changed afterwards. There is a plethora of
static imputation methods devoted to IoT data which
are based on K-nearest neighbors (K-NN) [15, 16, 30],
Matrix Factorization [8], Regression [3, 18, 20], Neural
Network [22, 26] and Multiple Imputation [2]. We
review the related missing data imputation works for IoT
according to these different models.
In [16], the authors propose to use time and
geographic information to find the nearest neighbor
sensor and validated this idea with a set of sensor data
about air pollution. The work in [30] used Gaussian
Mixture Model (MGI) and Expectation Maximization
(EM) for clustering the sensors. If a missing attribute
of one data occurs, the proposed model will find the
nearest neighbor in its corresponding cluster to replace
this missing value.
The approach proposed in [8] splits the sensor into
different clusters, each cluster associates a process of
probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) to recover the
missing data. An experimental simulation has been made
with sensor data and suggested that the proposed model
outperformed support vector machine (SVM) and deep
neural network (DNN). In [3], authors propose a Kernel
Ridge Regression data imputation in the context of a
sensor network, where new kernel function is used to
enrich the dimensionality of training data.
In [18], a Spatial-Temporal model(STM) is proposed
to repair data in a wireless sensor network and to improve
prediction accuracy by establishing a Multiple Linear
Regression (MLR) model for both spatial and temporal
data. In [2] authors created a set of candidates and used
the data in a moving window to constantly adjust the
component weight of candidates. However, it is clear
that if every chunk of data serves as input for weights
recalculation , the data center must ensure a strong
computing power, especially as the number of sensors
increases.
As mentioned above, static models have been widely
used in the literature in order to deal with missing data.
However, sensor data are often non-stationary and may
change over time due to the concept drift [13] and the

2.2

Incremental Imputation

Thus, the incremental model emerges [9, 14, 22, 27, 28],
as one branch of Online Learning, which updates/adjusts
the parameters of the existing model with the last
incoming data instead of building a new model from
scratch. Its advantages are obvious: 1) its prediction
accuracy does not fall off the cliff; 2) it does not require
backtracking historical data (or just recently historical
data); 3) its computational complexity is small.
Unfortunately, the research on “repairing missing
values of a sensor data stream by incremental model”
is largely overlooked. According to a survey [12],
works described in [9, 14, 22, 27, 28] are the only ones
that address data repairing for a real-time sensor data
stream in an incremental way. Those works rely on
two fundamental methods: “Kalman Filter” (KF) [4] or
“Association Rule Mining” [17].
KF based works described in [27, 28] try to impute
the sensor data stream, by combining the observation
measurements of different sources (e.g., by one sensor
or by one model) in real time, so as to mitigate the
noises. When a missing value occurs, KF can also
give an estimate based on the user-specified underlying
model (its parameters are always updated).,However,
KF makes a strong assumption that the relationships
between the previous state and the current state are
known. Then, if we do not consider environmental
noises and measurement errors, we can identify the
current state from the last one.
In [14], authors proposed WARM (Window
Association Rule Mining), which discovers that
two sensors often generate the same data, by reviewing
only the data in a window. When a missing value of
one traffic light is detected, the actual observations of its
similar sensors are taken as reference data to estimate the
missing one (e.g., by average). An extension of WARM
has been proposed in [9] as Freshness Association Rule
Mining (FARM), which record all the same behaviors
in the data stream and provides the fresher data with a
higher weight. This improvement is interesting because
it provides FARM with the ability to continuously
update the traffic data.
FARM (WARM) is only suitable for discrete values.
In case the sensors produce continuous values, those
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Figure 2: (a) Every √
sensor generates a data in each time point. If the data value is lost, it is marked as
not, it is marked as ; (b) The missing data value is marked as in a matrix.
need to be converted to discrete values: such operation is
called Discretization. Unfortunately, the optimization of
discretization is a NP problem. We arbitrarily think that
different discretizations will lead to different neighbors
and different estimation. It is also noteworthy that
FARM makes use of the observations in the current
round as reference data. This situation may raise
two issues: 1) missing value may also appear within
neighbors; 2) before estimating a value, we must wait
for all neighbor’s values.
As discussed above, incremental models are the
most suitable methods to address the missing IoT
data problem because they deal with the dynamic
characteristics of IoT data. In addition, regression
imputation has several advantages: 1) it does not require
user-defined parameters, 2) it can get the optimal global
solution, 3) when the data obeys to a linear law (e,g.
temperature sensors in the same room), the effect will
be excellent. However, our study showed that there is
no published work using the incremental multiple linear
regression (IMLR) for IoT data imputation which is the
main contribution of this paper.

3

I NCREMENTAL S PACE -T IME A PPROACH

In this section, we describe ISTM, an incremental SpaceTime-based model that we propose for repairing missing
values. ISTM extends STM, the Space Time Model
proposed in [18], in using incremental Multiple Linear

; if

Regression. So we will briefly introduce STM and we
describe the process of the ISTM (offline and online).

3.1

Formal Description

In order to develop our imputation method, we provide
a formal description of the missing data problem.
Figure 2(a) depicts an IoT data stream which contain
missing values: Given f sensors, each sensor will
generate a value in each time point. Lost data is
represented by ; and if one √
data reaches the computer
center in time, it is marked as .
Missing values in IoT data stream can also be
represented as a matrix Z (see Figure 2(b)). Given f
sensors, in last t time points, an element zf 0 ,t0 in the
matrix Z represents an expected data value generated by
a sensor f 0 in the time point t0 . The elements in the
refer to the missing value.

Residual Minimization: If a value emitted by a
sensor f 0 , at time t0 is lost, (e.g. the data marked by in
Figure 2(a) or z2,t , z3,t−4 ... in Figure 2(b)), an estimated
value denoted ẑf 0 ,t0 will be generated, in place of zf 0 ,t0 .
Estimation of ẑf 0 ,t0 is the solution to the problem of
minimizing |zf 0 ,t0 − ẑf 0 ,t0 |.
So the problem of repairing missing values can be
represented as a “Residual Minimization” problem.
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Figure 3: Reference dataset for STM (Repairing z3,t−1 missing value) in the data matrix

3.2

STM

In [18], a Spatial-Temporal model(STM) is proposed to
repair data in a wireless sensor network and to improve
prediction accuracy by establishing a Multiple Linear
Regression (MLR) model for both spatial and temporal
data. The idea is to make two regressions: one based
on the sensors neighborhood and the other one on the
previous data of some data source, the weighted average
of the two will being the final model.
If the value zf 0 ,t0 of a sensor f 0 at time t0 is missing,
STM needs to:

specifically, if some new data arrive, STM needs
to access again all historical data to update all
parameters, hence resulting in a costly process.
TM
It is clear that once the zfSM
0 ,t0 and zf 0 ,t0 are known,
so are wS and wT . If some new data arrive, zfSM
0 ,t0
and zfT0M
will
be
modified
(maybe
by
an
incremental
0
,t
method which does not consume a lot of resources), but
they still have to read again all historical data in order
to recalculate wS and wT , hence resulting in a costly
process.

• First, get ẑfSM
0 ,t0 by Linear Regression with the
observations of its neighbors(the greens, called S 3.3 Reference Data in ISTM
shown in Figure 3).
Definition: The reference dataset (rdf 0 ,t0 ) of a
• Second, get ẑfT0M
by
Linear
Regression
with
0
missing
value(zf 0 ,t0 ) consists of the last g observations
,t
observation of nearly time points ( denoted T and of sensor (f 0 ) that causes the missing value at (current)
0
0
circled in red in Figure 3).
time (t ) and the observations at time t − 1 of its
neighbors sensors (Kf 0 and |Kf 0 | = r) as Equation 2
M
• Finally, compute a weighted sum(ẑfST
0 ,t0 ) according
and
Figure 4. We note P = 1 + g + r.
to Equation 1.
The definition of the neighbors of one sensor can be
based on spatial location or on other measures. Value g
is predefined by the user.
M
TM
ẑfST
= wS ∗ ẑfSM
0 ,t0
0 ,t0 + wT ∗ ẑf 0 ,t0
Reference datasets of ISTM and STM (Figure 4 and
(1)
0 ≤ wS , wT ≤ 1, wS + wT = 1
3) differ as follows:
However, in a scenario involving real-time traffic data,
STM cannot be directly applied because of the following
reasons:

0

0

• Given one missing value of senorf at time t ,
IST M does not take into account reference data
0
after time point t , because those data are not
available for a real-time process.

• STM needs some reference data. In some cases, a
user/application has to wait for this reference data,
because it may arrive later than the detection time
of a missing value.

• IST M consider the observations of the neighbors
at time t0 − 1 as the reference dataset, instead of
those at t0 . In doing so, we avoid the problem of
“Missing value in the reference dataset”.

• There is no guarantee about the availability of all
required reference data. These data may also be
lost.

• IST M does not separate the reference data like S
and T in ST M . All the reference data are passed to
the incremental MLR.

• STM makes the assumption that data is stationary.
And, it is not easy to update the model. More
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Figure 4: The reference data set of ISTM (Repairing z3,t−1 missing value) in data matrix (corresponding
Figure 3)
data rdf 0 ,t0 , we can calculate the estimation function of
ISTM ẑf 0 ,t0 as defined in Equation 5:

rdf 0 ,t0 =
[1, zf 0 ,t0 −1 ...zf 0 ,t0 −g , zk1 ,t0 −1 , ..., zkr ,t0 −1 ]1∗P

ẑf 0 ,t0 = rdf 0 ,t0 · Bf 0

(2)

(5)

where [k1 , k2 , ..., kr ] = Kf 0

Updating: If some data issued by a sensor arrives in
time at its computer center (corresponding to the blue
3.4 ISTM Processing Model
path in Figure 5, the dynamic model is updated with the
ISTM is based on Incremental Multiple Linear new data. Then, it is stored in a reference database. The
Regression (IMLR) [23, 29] and has three processes: oldest data in the reference database may be deleted to
Initialization (offline phase), Estimation (online phase) save storage space.
The formal description is as follows: if zf 0 ,t0 arrives in
and Update (online phase).
time, its reference data rdf 0 ,t0 will be used to update the
model. The updating functions (re-calculating the two
Initialization: Given one sensor f 0 with n, historic intermediary matrix) are presented by Equation 6, 7 and
data as a matrix Yf 0 , and its recording reference data as 8 [23, 29]:
Xf 0 are presented as follows:


Yf 0



rdf 0 ,t0
 rd 0 10 
 f ,t2 


=  ... 
 0 0 
rdf ,tn−1 
rdf 0 ,t0n

P ∗1


Xf 0

zf 0 ,t0
1
zf 0 ,t0
2
...









=

 0 0 
zf ,tn−1 
zf 0 ,t0n

(3)

n∗P

We can compute two intermediary matrix XfT0 Xf 0 and
XfT0 Yf 0 [23, 29].

4


T
XfT0 Xf 0 ← XfT0 Xf 0 + rdf 0 ,t0
rdf 0 ,t0

(6)


T
XfT0 Yf 0 ← XfT0 Yf 0 + rdf 0 ,t0
zf 0 ,t0

(7)


−1
Bf 0 ← XfT0 Xf 0
XfT0 Yf 0

(8)

E XPERIMENTS

0

is:

The coefficients of a model for the sensor f [23, 29] In this section, we present the experimental results that
we obtained with real data provided by CityPulse 1 .

−1
T
T
Bf 0 = Xf 0 Xf 0
Xf 0 Yf 0
(4)

4.1
Estimation: If one missing value is detected, as
highlighted with the red path in Figure 5, the model
generates an estimation at real time referring to some
data in the reference database. This estimation will be
stored in the reference database like a real value. The
oldest data may be removed for saving space
The formal description of this situation is as follows:
when the value zf 0 ,t0 is lost, and if we have its reference

Experimental Data Description

To evaluate ISTM, we use CityPulse data consisting
of the speed of cars. CityPulse data set covers seven
different domains: namely, Road Traffic, Parking,
Pollution, Weather, Cultural, Social and Library Events
Data of Aarhus, Denmark and Brasov, Romania for years
2014 and 2015. Among all these parts, Road Traffic Data
is of greatest importance.
1
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Figure 5: ISTM online processing: 1) Update: upon data arrival at (expected) time, update ISTM, 2)
Estimation: one missing value is detected, one estimation is generated.
Data Set Volume: Road Traffic Data are real-world 4.2 Evaluation
data about travel information of Aarhus (Danmark)
We evaluate the performance of our model in terms of
during the following periods: “2/2014 - 6/2014”,“8/2014
MSE accuracy:
- 9/2014”, “10/2014 - 11/2014”, “07/2015 - 10/2015”.

2
X
There is a total of 449 monitors (assuming that one
1
0 0 − z 0 0
M
SE
=
ẑ
(9)
f
,t
f
,t
sensor was installed in one area). The volume of the data
|SM V |
zf 0 ,t0 ∈SM V
in format CSV is 747.2 MB.
We compare ISTM with some existing models for
repairing missing values.
One Bunch Every 5 Minutes: Traffic Data is
collected by many sensors installed on the road. Every 5
minutes, each sensor will send a bunch of information
(one line of table Traffic Data) to a central computer
center. Every 5 minutes the center receives 29,940 Bytes
(0.029MB).

• The Average and P reviousV alue are the naive
methods, but they can be easily applied in a data
stream context.
• LinearRegression uses the same reference data
set as ISTM, but without an no Update phase. By
comparing with LinearRegression, we can show
the adaption of ISTM in the case of concept drift.

Real Missing Value: Figure 6 illustrates a sample
• FARM, which is mentioned in Section 2, which can
data for one sensor with one missing value at timestamp
also update the model with an incremental manner.
“2014-02-13T11:50:00” (between timestamps “201402-13T11:45:00” and “2014-02-13T11:55:00”). The Note that we do not compare our model with Kalman
Filter, because we can not satisfy the Kalman Filter
total missing value rate is close to 9%.
assumption which is that the relationships between the
previous state and the current state are known.
Simulated Missing Value: We simulate some values
randomly (5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%) and
mark them as Simulated Missing Values(SMV). Thanks
to SMV and its ground truth, we can measure the
effectiveness of the reparation. The percentage rate of
simulated missing values is borrowed from works [7, 9,
19] where the percentage of missing value or simulated
missing value vary from 5% to 30%. There are both real
missing values and simulated missing value in our test
data.

4.2.1

Configurations

The configurations of the methods are described as
follows:
ISTM: Given one sensor, neighbors’ sensors within 1
km around are considered as its neighbors. The reference
data set review 6 last historical data of self-sensor and
previous data of its neighbors. 30% of instances are
taken for initiation.
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Figure 6: CityPulse missing values
Average: The missing value of one sensor is replaced
The curve(MSE) of Average is like FARM in terms
by the average of its all historical data.
of stability. Average is just better than FARM and worse
than all others.
Figure 7 also shows that the curve (MSE) of ISTM
Previous Value: The missing value of one sensor is
is
smaller than any other model at all missing value
replaced by its previous value.
ratios. In other words, ISTM has the highest precision
(its MSE is the smallest). Indeed, the MSE of ISTM
Linear Regression: Similar to ISTM, but without an is always lower than 60, which means that the expected
√
update step.
error is under 60 ≈ 7.5. Considering that the speed
of the car is between 0 and 120, we arbitrarily think
FARM: Continuous data will be converted to that it’s an outstanding performance. In short, ISTM has
discrete values. The chosen discretization is the best an excellent performance in both relative and absolute
discretization from 848 randomly generated. 30% of the terms.
When the ratio of SMV is equal to 5% and 10%,
data set are used for initiation. For a missing value at
timepoint t0 , the weight function of a value in timepoint the performance of Regression and of P reviousV alue
0
are close to ISTM. When the proportion of missing
i is 0.999t −i .
values increases, the difference between the best and
the worst cases for ISTM is only around 6. On the
4.2.2 Results.
other hand, the growth rate of MSE of Regression
In this subsection, we will discuss the accuracy and the and of P reviousV alue are significantly higher than
ISTM. The difference between the worst and the best of
time cost of all the mentioned methods.
P reviousV alue (respectively Regression) is equal to
19 (respectively 20).
Accuracy: As the proportion of missing
To summarize, in terms of accuracy, 1) Regression
values increases, the SSE value of all algorithms and P reviousV alue are more suitable for situations
increases(worse). This is because all of the above where the ratio of missing values is low rather than
methods rely on historical data. If the quality of high. 2) The performance of ISTM is more stable than
the historical data decreases (although it has already Regression and P reviousV alue.
been repaired), the quality of the prediction/repair
will be reduced. It can be speculated that directly
Time Evaluation: In order to evaluate the
applying data with missing values (without being
performance
in terms of time consumed, we
repaired) to commercial activities may bring intolerable
compare
ISTM
and F ARM because F ARM is
deviations/losses.
the
only
incremental
system. So we do not discuss
Figure 7 shows that, when the ratio of simulated
the
performance
of
Average, Regression and
missing value (SMV) is equal to 5%, MSE of FARM
P
reviousV
alue.
is much higher than the other methods. Although, others
As illustrated in Figure 8, ISTM and F ARM spend
growths are obvious, FARM growth is not obvious, but
much smaller time (for one ground) than the interval
the MSE of FARM is still higher than other methods.
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Figure 7: MSE Evaluation with different methods (ISTM (red) has the best MSE)

Figure 8: Time consumption of IST M and F ARM
of two grounds (5 minutes). When the ratio of SMV
is equal to 5%, F ARM needs just 0.17 seconds for a
ground. When the ratio of SMV is equal to 25%, the
worst time cost is nearly 0.6 second. The reason for
this is that the estimation function will be called many
times as the proportion of missing values increases.
ISTM performs better than F ARM . When the ratio
of SMV is equal to 5%, its time cost is close to 0.047
second for a ground. Furthermore, when the proportion
of missing values increases, the time cost of ISTM
increased slightly. Its worst time cost (with 25% SMV)
is 0.06 s, which is much more stable than F ARM . This
means that ISTM is suitable for data with a high ratio for
missing data.

terms of accuracy and efficiency.
However, experiments show also that ISTM may need
more computation time, mainly for updating the model.
This is a “slight price to pay” that could be minimized
if, for instance, we activate the update function only at
mandatory stages.
For the future, we are considering other data quality
dimensions such as real-time “outlier detection” in
an IoT data stream. Improving ISTM in adapting
other methods such as Incremental SVM or Incremantal
Neural Network are definitely research directions to
consider.
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